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Soon before sundown - everything shines golden. 
Dwarves become giants and even pebbles cast long 
shadows. However, the beauty of fading belies the 
imminent danger. Slobbering and drooling, creatures lurk 
in the twilight to conquer the throne. And we are 
somewhere in time and space at the border between 
shimmering golden light and impalpable darkness. 

 
microClocks capture this fabulous, scary allegory of the 
world we live in in their latest work "Soon Before 
Sundown". A world in which delusions are converted into 
reality and trifles into status quo. A world in which small 
minds become ringleaders who are just waiting to seize 
power. 

 
What has been a constant theme in the history of 
mankind for millennia is now more topical than ever 
from the band's point of view. Every high culture is 
doomed to go down. Whether due to arrogance or 
negligence caused from the inside or the outside. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio Tracklisting 
1 follow the 01:51 
2 white rabbit 04:09 
3 soon before sundown 05:46 
4 love's end 04:16 
5 the edge (Album Version) 04:23 
6 here i am 04:46 
7 life is grim 03:29 
8 confession 03:46 
9 nothing but a thought 04:40 

10 to a friend 04:07 
11 raptor 03:55 

On the new album, microClocks from the Ruhr area 
(Germany) again interweave various genres from 
Classic Rock to Pop, from Electro to Industrial. The 
result is an audio-visual overall work of art - sometimes 
apocalyptic and dark, sometimes pensive and personal, 
but always dynamic and powerful and never only 
focused on simply wanting to please. 

During the album production, big names like i. a. José 
Alvarez-Brill (Unheilig, Wolfsheim) and Olaf 
Wollschläger (Mesh, And One) supported microClocks. 
"Soon Before Sundown" was finished at the HP 
Mastering Studios in Hamburg by Hans-Philipp Graf 
who already worked with well- known scene musicians 
like Lord Of The Lost, Joachim Witt and Stahlmann.
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